




  

 

Opinions regarding permit parking in the Beachwood Village business area. 29 Sep  

Jeffrey Meyer from Beachwood Canyon  

Just curious what the neighborhood feels about both permit parking in the neighborhood as well 

as permit parking in the business district of Beachwood Village....meaning if you wanted to use 

any of the businesses and the parking lot is full and you do not live in the small district 

immediately adjacent to the village you would not be able to legally park on the street. Thoughts, 

comments, ideas?? This is currently being considered by Councilman Ryu.  

Shared with Beachwood Canyon + 10 nearby neighborhoods in General  

Thanked! 6 Reply 113  

You, Robin, Pamela Clay Magathan and Bruce, and 3 others thanked Jeffrey  

 

Robin Bechtel from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

This has been the biggest nightmare for people on Beachwood near the Village and I've lived 

here 15 years to no issues whatsoever with tourists until they closed the Stables and put permit 

parking up, … View more  

Edited on 29 Sep 

Thank Flag  

Laurel, Melissa, Melissa, and 4 others thanked Robin  

 

George Mueller from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

The entire street of Beachwood from Franklin into the hills should be zoned for residential 

parking with stickers only. Back in 2005 and 2006 you could find a parking spot after work. 

Now you have to drive around or wait for tourists to pull out after their photo. It's brutal. 
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Thank Flag  

Gabriel, Todd, and John thanked George  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

There was a deal in place to have 60 minute (more or less, I'm getting old) non-permitted parking 

in the area...the gal that runs some sort of parking gobbling business in the architects office 

talked … View more  

Thank Flag  

Fran thanked Jack  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

And by the way...I signed up the peeps on Belden 4 months ago and they're still waiting for the 

City to plant some signs. 

Thank Flag  

Fran thanked Jack  

 

Robin Bechtel from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

Thanks Jack. I did talk to Alex about the problems and he said they needed parking for their 

employees on beachwood. 

Thank Flag  

 

Jodi Ehrlich from Hollywood Dell 29 Sep  
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BTW IF IF you go get adequate signatures on city forms and officially turn in the forms then 

nothing happens for years in the city's decision whether or not to grant the permit parking - in 

The Dell we have been waiting since November 2013 yes 2013 when the hearing was held - still 

no idea 23 months later whether we will get permit parking 

Thank Flag  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

Hey Jodi...I had to go back for more signatures because we found out that the city was counting 

vacant lots and houses that fronted Beachwood but backed up onto Belden. I ended up with all 

but one signature on Belden and both the Beachwood properties. You might check to see if that's 

a problem? I was told that there's quite a line up of neighborhoods waiting for PPDs. 

Thank Flag  

 

Tiger Rosen from Lake Hollywood 29 Sep  

It's a win win win for all. Alex at Beachwood can purchase the permits at a very very small cost 

for his employees. The only restriction (matching upper Beachwood) is for Saturday, Sunday and 

holidays and only during the day. Party permits are also low cost. 

Thank Flag  

John thanked Tiger  

 

Lori Hughes from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

I can't tell who is for what from these comments but I live far "below the gates" and if I'm not up 

for taking a walk up to the market I will get in the car and go another grocery store rather than … 

View more  

Thank Flag  

Tara, Melissa, Fran, and 2 others thanked Lori  
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Allison Brooker from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

My feeling is that it is bad for the businesses and bad for the residents in the immediate area who 

can't afford parking permits. In the event that we go to the market and the lot is full, and we don't 

have a parking permit because we live a few streets away, we would just have to leave, or risk 

getting a ticket. It's a bad idea! 

Edited on 29 Sep 

Thank Flag  

Robert, Angela, Whitney, and 2 others thanked Allison  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

So you've been there on the weekend? 

Thank Flag  

 

Allison Brooker from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

Hi Jack. Yes! Every day and every weekend. 

Thank Flag  

Angela thanked Allison  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

There's not a whole lot of parking there now...and none for residents of that area. The heat has 

actually kept the afternoons fairly quiet, but I'm not seeing a lot of 'back to school' dropoff. 
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The PPDs have made it a lot better where I live. No more gridlock. None of our cars has been hit 

recently ($2,500 hit and run so far). I wish the neighbors below Ledgewood could say the same. 

Thank Flag  

 

Susan Polifronio from Hollywood Dell 29 Sep  

The question is should the 100 year old business community be allowed to survive? They have 

taken a big hit with the PPD's on weekends but they agreed to that knowing it would affect 

business. The new … View more  

EditDelete  

Allison, Angela, Whitney, and 4 others thanked you  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

Hey Susan...there are no PPDs south of Ledgewood...nowhere near the market. They didn't agree 

to the PPDs and in fact the tenant at the architect building across the street from the market (who 

… View more  

Thank Flag  

 

Susan Polifronio from Hollywood Dell 29 Sep  

Hi Jack. There is a current request through the City Council to move the PPD's south of 

Ledgewood to the businesses and to make all the PPD's 7 day. This was done by Tom La Bonge 

on his way out back … View more  

EditDelete  

Robert, Robin, Whitney, and 2 others thanked you  
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Robin Bechtel from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

If I could have peace without loud tourists crawling outside my bedroom and backyard starting at 

the crack of dawn esp on weekends ....i am HAPPY to give up my driveway and the keys to my 

garage for … View more  

Thank Flag  

Jack thanked Robin  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

Susan...I've lived in this area (upper Gower, Glen Holly, upper and lower Beachwood) since 

1966. I've been in the same house for over 40 years. I'm well aware of and treasure the market 

and ancillary … View more  

Thank Flag  

Robin and Matthew thanked Jack  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

And btw...LaBonge didn't approve 7 day a week PPDs out of the goodness of his heart. The 

residents up here pushed for it and will continue to push for it! 

Thank Flag  

Robin thanked Jack  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

The selfishness of most of you astounds me, clear your garages of all the boxes and use both 

them and your driveways to park your cars. You've already prevented me being able to take my 

toddler for a … View more  

Thank Flag  

Robert, Ethan, Elizabeth, and 2 others thanked Thomas  
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George Abrahams from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

What duty do homeowners have to others to give up the right to the quiet enjoyment of their 

homes? None, actually. The people who don't live in the immediate vicinity of other people's 

homes seem to … View more  

Thank Flag  

Robin, Augusta, and Jack thanked George  

 

Scott Thoelke from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

My wife and I have lived in Beachwood Cyn. for 25 years. 

We bought a home here because we wanted to be close to the park for hiking and walking our 

dogs. 

Because we don't live in the permitted area we … View more  

Thank Flag  

Jodi, Allison, Angela, and 3 others thanked Scott  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

@george, Then punish the noise, not people parking on a public road? 

Thank Flag  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

Well Tom that's kind of the problem...and that's why the PPDs have been a godsend up here. I 

don't think noise police is going to work...do you? 
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Thank Flag  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

Hey Scott, I'm sorry. I moved up here in '74 for the same reason. There are large parts of the park 

I've given up on...and that's from a guy who used to enjoy hiking right up the face of Mt Lee to 

the … View more  

Thank Flag  

Fran and Rose thanked Jack  

 

Alison Gallant from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

I understand the frustration of those who live near the park, but limiting parking on public streets 

to only those who live near the park is patently unfair to the rest of the public. The LAFD already 

… View more  

Thank Flag  

Robert, Allison, Bridie, and 7 others thanked Alison  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  

@jack, some of my neighbors play their music too loud on occasion, to the point that I 

sometimes have to text them/call the police if i don't know whom they are. What you agree with 

is banning stereos, which is ridiculous to the 99% of us. 

Thank Flag  

Allison, Alison, and Jill thanked Thomas  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 29 Sep  
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You're very insightful...almost psychic...and don't grasp the scope of the problem at all. This is 

an everyday thing...not some isolated incident. Sorry you're not able to park up at the gate on 

Saturday and Sunday currently, but that trail is off my list all together and I used it for decades. 

Thank Flag  

 

Mitch Foon from The Oaks and Los Feliz Estates 30 Sep  

Living in the neighborhood, I enjoy frequenting and supporting the Franklin Village 

establishments! There is insuffient parking already and I usually have to park a few blocks away 

in the neighborhood … View more  

Thank Flag  

Allison, Whitney, Eda, and 3 others thanked Mitch  

 

Paul Barbosa from Franklin Village South 30 Sep  

They had Permit parking a number of years ago and it was a total disaster and was repealed. 

Permit parking doesn't work up here. 

Thank Flag  

Eda, Alison, Thomas, and 2 others thanked Paul  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 30 Sep  

They who? There's never been permit parking in this neighborhood...ever! Until recently and it's 

working great for those of us who have it. 

Edited on 30 Sep 

Thank Flag  
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Paul Barbosa from Franklin Village South 30 Sep  

A little further down around Franklin Village there was a number of years ago. Around 15 or so 

and it was reverted back very quickly. It's a similar dynamic to Beachwood and it hurts business 

and I would think the same for up there. 

Thank Flag  

Allison, Mitch, and Caroline thanked Paul  

 

George Mueller from Beachwood Canyon 30 Sep  

The only businesses here have a parking lot that is closely monitored. There's plenty of parking 

for everyone to go to the grocery store, hit the cafe, and pick up their drycleaning. There isnt 

enough parking for the joggers and looky loo's who use the parking lot for their private space. 

Thank Flag  

John and Jack thanked George  

 

Paul Barbosa from Franklin Village South 30 Sep  

Curtailing parking really does affect the businesses and it was demonstrated in Franklin Village a 

number of years ago. A better solution might be parking ticket validation from the local business 

… View more  

Thank Flag  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 30 Sep  
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Paul...Are you talking about that strip west of Gelson's on a busy 4 lane street? That's you 

comparison? 

Thank Flag  

 

George Mueller from Beachwood Canyon 30 Sep  

Beachwood cafe/market parking lot has a parking attendant on site saturdays and sundays. 

Thank Flag  

 

Paul Barbosa from Franklin Village South 30 Sep  

It's the closest comparison since it's in the area and popular like Beachwood Canyon. It's not an 

easy task to determine who is a looky loo and who is there to go to the shops to make purchases. 

We … View more  

Thank Flag  

 

Jack Conrad from Beachwood Canyon 30 Sep  

That's quite a stretch Paul. This business district is in the middle of a neighborhood and has a 

parking lot. You're comparing it to a main drag with nothing other than street parking surrounded 

by apartments with little or no parking of their own. I don't see it. Cheers 

Thank Flag  

 

Susan Polifronio from Hollywood Dell 30 Sep  
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A parking lot that isn't adequate, no matter if you would like to think it is, the lot is not big 

enough for the businesses survival and stack parking isn't viable and means that deliveries are on 

the street where neighbors will complain vociferously. Work with the businesses and come up 

with a solution that keeps them viable. You want the same cohesive, lovely community it has 

always been. 

EditDelete  

Jill thanked you  

 

John Lammi from The Oaks and Los Feliz Estates 1 Oct  

I have always found parking in the lot at the village 

Thank Flag  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 1 Oct  

I haven't. 

Thank Flag  

 

Allison Brooker from Beachwood Canyon 1 Oct  

I haven't either in the last few months.Yes! We want the same lovely, cohesive community this 

has always been. 

Thank Flag  

Bridie and Jack thanked Allison  

 

John Lammi from The Oaks and Los Feliz Estates 1 Oct  
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Once parking restrictions went up on weekends, the full-lot problem disappeared for me. 

Thank Flag  

Jack thanked John  

 

Eugene Gordon from Beachwood Canyon 1 Oct  

I live 3 houses up from the market and have never seen the lot full. And I'm not just saying that, 

myself and several neighbors have been photo documenting the parking lot as well as street 

parking off Belden (which won't fall under the PPD). So it's an honest representation we take 

photos at 10am, 1pm (lunch rush) and 4pm. 

Thank Flag  

Robin, Whitney, John, and 1 other thanked Eugene  

 

Robin Bechtel from Beachwood Canyon 1 Oct  

YES, Eugene! Thank you! I document the cars parking on Beachwood above market to 

Ledgwood and they are tourists with cameras, high school kids and tours or people pulling up in 

cars with workout … View more  

Thank Flag  

Jack thanked Robin  

 

Fran Reichenbach from Beachwood Canyon 3 Oct  

@Paul Barbosa, the PPD that was created near the Franklin Strip bars was not a disaster to 

anyone but the neighbors who earned the right to have it. Hours after the signs were installed, 

they were … View more  

Thank Flag  

Rose and Augusta thanked Fran  
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Susan Polifronio from Hollywood Dell 3 Oct  

Just a few discouraging facts from a Bookstore owner on Franklin Ave.: 

Franklin Ave. is a busy street but the Franklin Village business area is only 3 blocks nestled in an 

old Hollywood apartment … View more  

EditDelete  

Robert, Allison, Daniel, and 9 others thanked you  

 

Paul Barbosa from Franklin Village South 4 Oct  

@Fran Reichenbach, I only speak from personal experience and from those I know who lived 

there at the time. The permit parking changed things in a dramatic way for everyone including 

those of us that … View more  

Thank Flag  

Allison and Thomas thanked Paul  

 

Alison Gallant from Beachwood Canyon 4 Oct  

To correct a misunderstanding: Alex at the market CANNOT purchase parking permits for his 

employees--at all. These permits are for residents only. Alex needs that lot for his employees. 

Thank Flag  

Allison, David, and Jill thanked Alison  

 

Tiger Rosen from Lake Hollywood 4 Oct  

Party permits. Very reasonable cost. 
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Thank Flag  

 

Diane Weiss from Argyle Civic Association 6 Oct  

Griffith Park was belongs to the people of Los Angeles. I don't know how it could be legal to cut 

the public off from access to any of the trails there. Not being able to park anywhere near the … 

View more  

Thank Flag  

Thomas thanked Diane  

 

Scott Thoelke from Beachwood Canyon 6 Oct  

The problem has been the tourists driving up here.  

Not the locals.  

Locals should be given some kind of "official placard" you can put in the car window when 

parking near the trails.  

We bought our home in Beachwood to have access to the park and we pay property taxes here 

for our canyon home.  

Can't Ryu do something to help us? 

Thank Flag  

Matthew and Thomas thanked Scott  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 6 Oct  

@scott, you're a tourist to the immediate locals, so am I, n we both live on the street. If we aren't, 

at what point would someone become a tourist?! Franklin? LA city limits? CA? USA? It's hard 

to … View more  

Thank Flag  
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Rosemary Macedo from Beachwood Canyon 6 Oct  

@diane: no one is getting cut-off from Griffith -- plenty of parking by the zoo, up Fern Dell, by 

the observatory, etc. 

Thank Flag  

Rose, Lori, and John thanked Rosemary  

 

Scott Thoelke from Beachwood Canyon 7 Oct  

Why would I buy house here in Beachwood to be close to the park only to drive the zoo to hike?  

Makes no sense.  

My house is in Beachwood Cyn.  

Not near an entrance to the park.  

Hiking in the hood is good but we bought to be able to hike in the park.  

Can't a official pass be made for Cyn. residences to park near the park? 

Thank Flag  

Thomas and Diane thanked Scott  

 

Angela Gygi from Beachwood Canyon 7 Oct  

What is the reason for the radical change in traffic and tourist influx? Is it simply broad-scale 

access to GPS? I have lived here 14 years and the change is amazing for what was a sleepy 

canyon, esp on weekends. 

Thank Flag  

Robin and Allison thanked Angela  
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Scott Thoelke from Beachwood Canyon 7 Oct  

Why would I buy house here in Beachwood to be close to the park only to drive the zoo to hike? 

Makes no sense. 

The traffic btw. here and the observatory or zoo is terrible. 

My house is in Beachwood … View more  

Thank Flag  

Susan thanked Scott  

 

Robin Bechtel from Beachwood Canyon 7 Oct  

Angela -- I've lived here over 10 years -- and I agree it was peaceful. The biggest change 

happened when they closed the stables at the top where most tourists went to hike. then they put 

preferred parking down beachwood but stopped at ledge wood, causing all the tourists to park 

between beachwood village up to ledge wood. 

Thank Flag  

Allison and Angela thanked Robin  

 

John Lammi from The Oaks and Los Feliz Estates 7 Oct  

But, the stables were not closed. People can and do hike. I can walk to the gate, and walk 

through, and hike in the park as I have done for 28 years. 

Thank Flag  

Robin and Jack thanked John  

 

Robin Bechtel from Beachwood Canyon 7 Oct  

John - yes thank you. I stand corrected. I meant to say that the tourists that used to park up at the 

stables can't anymore and they park on Beachwood from the Village all the way up to 

Ledgewood … View more  

Thank Flag  
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John and Jack thanked Robin  

 

Lori Hughes from Beachwood Canyon 7 Oct  

Blogs happened! That's why we have been overrun by eager sign visitors. You see if you have a 

web page and a blog on it (and you're not terribly confident that anyone wants to hear what you 

have to … View more  

Thank Flag  

Rose, John, Augusta, and 1 other thanked Lori  

 

Allison Brooker from Beachwood Canyon 7 Oct  

More PPDs just keep moving the problems further south, and do not result in truly viable 

resolutions for the issues at hand. It is not an equitable solution for everyone that lives in the 

canyon. There are many more possible solutions to consider instead of more PPDs. Lots of great 

ideas have been posted in this string for sharing with Congressman Ryu's office. 

Thank Flag  

Whitney and James thanked Allison  

 

Diane Weiss from Argyle Civic Association 7 Oct  

Rosemary Macedo, getting in my car and driving to Fern Dell or the zoo for park access is NOT 

the same as accessing the trails here. And with locals-only parking, people like me who have 

lived here for decades but rent would be excluded though we're in walking distance to the trails. 

Thank Flag  

Alison thanked Diane  
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Diane Weiss from Argyle Civic Association 7 Oct  

I really would like to understand who pays for the guard at the top of Beachwood and what he is 

guarding. Anyone?? 

Thank Flag  

 

George Mueller from Beachwood Canyon 7 Oct  

Diane, which guard - the ranger that keeps tourists in check at Lake Hollywood Park, or the hired 

parking lot guard that keeps tourists in check at the market? Both serve a purpose - unless there 

are … View more  

Thank Flag  

John and Augusta thanked George  

 

Scott Thoelke from Beachwood Canyon 7 Oct  

ALL RESIDENCE of the canyon should have access to the park. 

Renters and home owners. A simple bill w your address or ID w your Beachwood address should 

be enough. 

NO permit parking to make it … View more  

Thank Flag  

Alison, Mary, and Linda thanked Scott  

 

Augusta Johnson from Beachwood Canyon 8 Oct  

I believe it was Lori who compared the tourists visiting the Hollywood sign to pilgrims visiting a 

shrine: that was a wonderful analogy, as it semi-explains why people stand in the middle of 

Beachwood Drive or park in designated "no stopping" red zones on Mulholland without a care 

for their own, or others, personal safety. 

Thank Flag  

Lori and Thomas thanked Augusta  
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George Mueller from Beachwood Canyon 8 Oct  

My favorite is when they park in front of my driveway, and when I honk, stuck in the middle of 

the street, they turn to me and hold up a finger - because they are busy and I need to wait. 

Thank Flag  

Thomas and Augusta thanked George  

 

Rose Ware from Beachwood Canyon 8 Oct  

There is no "official" entrance to the park from Beachwood canyon. No more than the empty lot 

people were using on Hollyridge years ago that was private land. That entrance was specifically 

for the Sunset Ranch Stable's and their clients. That's why they put up the gate and why the ranch 

is suing the City 

Thank Flag  

Lori, Jeremiah, and Augusta thanked Rose  

 

Rose Ware from Beachwood Canyon 8 Oct  

There are two lawsuits and the original is from the Sunset ranch stables. They alone had a 

dedicated easment When they started their business many years ago and La Bonge basically 

trespassed over that with no right whatsoever 

Thank Flag  

Natasha and Jeremiah thanked Rose  

 

Lori Hughes from Beachwood Canyon 8 Oct  
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Hey Rose, is Sunset Ranch suing because the city put up the gate or because LaBonge was trying 

to create an 'official' Park entrance using the easement? Each fact will be really important in 

asking … View more  

Thank Flag  

Thomas thanked Lori  

 

Rose Ware from Beachwood Canyon 8 Oct  

The lawsuit by Sunset Ranch is on file with the City. I'm not a lawyer but from what I've read it 

seems they maintain they are the only ones with a recorded dedicated easment and right of way 

to … View more  

Thank Flag  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 8 Oct  

I'm not a lawyer either, but I'm pretty sure that an easement entitles not only the ranch, but the 

people which own the land which the easement is placed upon, to use it. If the land is owned by 

the city, they can probably do with it as they wish... 

Thank Flag  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 8 Oct  

"An easement does not allow the easement holder to occupy the land, or to exclude others from 

the land" - See more at: http://realestate.findlaw.com/land-use-l... 

Thank Flag  
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John Lammi from The Oaks and Los Feliz Estates 8 Oct  

(The land owner) "may exclude everyone except Barbara( easement holder) from crossing his 

property, while continuing to use the road himself.".... Thus, it seems that LA can prohibit all 

those not … View more  

Thank Flag  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 6d ago  

They could do that, yes, but "we the people" could also request an additional parallel easement to 

access the public land at the top of our street, something which could easily be grandfathered in. 

Thank Flag  

 

Lori Hughes from Beachwood Canyon 6d ago  

Not to split hairs here but I don't think the city "owns" the park in the way you might own your 

home... the land has been entrusted into the care of LA, there's a board for the Trust that has a 

say … View more  

Thank Flag  

 

John Lammi from The Oaks and Los Feliz Estates 6d ago  

The roads that I once drove on in the Park were closed by LA. We cannot drive on them any 

more. 

Thank Flag  

 

David Gale from Beachwood Canyon 5d ago  
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I run two businesses that occupy the top floor of the office building in the village. We have a 

total of about 20 employees on the top floor alone--one is a charity that has been around for 20 

years … View more  

Thank Flag  

Julie, Robin, Allison, and 5 others thanked David  

 

George Abrahams from Beachwood Canyon 5d ago  

The solution is not to have high-traffic businesses that are not oriented to serving the immediate 

community in areas where there is limited street parking. A building that has only 12 parking 

places on site and has 35 employees plus visitors imposes an undue demand on the street parking 

of the surrounding residential area. 

Thank Flag  

John thanked George  

 

Mary Holmes from Beachwood Canyon 4d ago  

Parking issues notwithstanding, thank you David Gale for the work you do. I had no idea 

something that meaningful was taking place in the neighborhood. I'm grateful to have that kind 

of energy around. 

Thank Flag  

Allison, Lori, and Thomas thanked Mary  

 

Colette Burson from Hollywood Dell 4d ago  

I can understand the conflicting opinions but have to say I love the businesses on Beachwood 

and am grateful for them. Best little block in the city. And somehow this community continues to 

support an old-fashioned bookstore. A small miracle, a gift. 

Thank Flag  

Robin, Allison, Clarissa, and 3 others thanked Colette  
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Jeffrey Meyer from Beachwood Canyon 4d ago  

Dear neighbors,  

 

I am happy to see the dialogue continuing on this matter...it is healthy to exchange ideas and 

thoughts in a civil way....and hopefully correct some misinformation. As both a … View more  

Thank Flag  

Allison, Angela, Mary, and 3 others thanked Jeffrey  

 

Robin Bechtel from Beachwood Canyon 4d ago  

These are great points about the residents and the businesses. Thanks for your great note, 

everyones opinion is important. The main issue for me and the block of woodshire and ledge 

wood is since … View more  

Thank Flag  

 

Lester Kiss from Lake Hollywood 4d ago  

City of LA Rules and Procedures for Preferential Parking Districts adopted by Council May 

2003 states that "every effort" shall be made to achieve the purpose of the ppd with a minimum 

impact on adjacent commercial establishments. I wonder what this means in practice. 

Thank Flag  

Alison and Lori thanked Lester  

 

John Lammi from The Oaks and Los Feliz Estates 4d ago  
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There were only a few spaces in the small lot above the the terminus of Beachwood. The ending 

of that arrangement did not cause the problem. The great increase in auto traffic arrived with 

GPS. 

Thank Flag  

 

Augusta Johnson from Beachwood Canyon 3d ago  

Jeff, I absolutely loved this part of your posting today: "Between the village and the Hollywood 

sign THE CITY (my emphasis) has not provided a single garbage can, drinking fountain, port a 

potty, … View more  

Thank Flag  

Allison and Eda thanked Augusta  

 

John Lammi from The Oaks and Los Feliz Estates 3d ago  

"If the city intends for our neighborhood to be a public tourist site", then they should pay us for 

the decrease in property values. 

 

Move the sign to the highest pint above the observatory. After … View more  

Thank Flag  

Rose, Lori, and Augusta thanked John  

 

Lori Hughes from Beachwood Canyon 3d ago  

Just to make sure we're looking at the WHOLE picture here let me throw in that some of the 

parking issues below the gates are due to the increase in people who work down in Hollywood... 

they drive up … View more  

Thank Flag  

Melissa, John, and Augusta thanked Lori  
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Augusta Johnson from Beachwood Canyon 3d ago  

I have one more concern: why should the residents of this neighborhood have to pay for parking 

permits in the first place, not to mention guest permits, when it is the city who is forcing this … 

View more  

Thank Flag  

Scott thanked Augusta  

 

Eugene Gordon from Beachwood Canyon 3d ago  

People are going to come up here no matter what to see the sign, you can close the trail head or 

stop the city from promoting it all you want but they will still come because they are following 

the … View more  

Thank Flag  

Gabriel, Melissa, and John thanked Eugene  

 

Scott Thoelke from Beachwood Canyon 3d ago  

Tourists YES - Residents NO. 

I've lived in Beachwood Cyn. for a quarter of a century and have zero interest in driving 20 to 30 

min. to hike or walk my dogs at the zoo or the observatory. 

STOP the … View more  

Thank Flag  

Alison thanked Scott  

 

Eugene Gordon from Beachwood Canyon 2d ago  
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The PPD we are proposing does not include Belden. We have also been discussing the possibility 

of angled metered parking on Belden across from the market. And again in photo documenting 

the parking lot, the times a days over the course of several weeks we have yet to to see a time 

when the lot has been full. 

Thank Flag  

Robin thanked Eugene  

 

Eugene Gordon from Beachwood Canyon 2d ago  

The other option would be to not break up the PPD into separate section in the neighborhood. In 

other words. All of Beachwood Canyon would fall under a single PPD. This would be the 

solution that makes the most sense. 

Thank Flag  

Robin thanked Eugene  

 

Erica Martin from Hollywood Bowl 2d ago  

What about residents of nearby neighborhoods? 

Thank Flag  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 2d ago  

@Eugene, i seem to remember you saying to my wife and I (while my daughter played with your 

pet) that all of your parking issues started with the implementation of the ppd further up the 

street. … View more  

Thank Flag  
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Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 2d ago  

Also @Eugene, while the market lot may appear to have spaces, it doesn't in proxy to mean that 

there are enough spaces for the businesses to all use at peak times. MANY people (including i) 

prefer to … View more  

Thank Flag  

Allison, Eda, and Elizabeth thanked Thomas  

 

Eda Hallinan from Beachwood Canyon 2d ago  

(yikes.....apologies i advance for the New Yorker length of this posting) 

 

I think those listening to advice of a real estate agent suggesting that property values are going 

down anywhere in … View more  

Thank Flag  

David, Allison, Ben, and 8 others thanked Eda  

 

Eugene Gordon from Beachwood Canyon 2d ago  

La Bonge held a televised press conference when the gate was reopened. 

Thank Flag  

 

Eugene Gordon from Beachwood Canyon 2d ago  

@Thomas, I agree, making the whole street permit parking was a bad idea and it's made things 

worse not only by making parking limited by me and you, but also be creating a terrible situation 

with … View more  

Thank Flag  

Robin thanked Eugene  
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Lori Hughes from Beachwood Canyon 2d ago  

From a conversation I had with a young man trying to reach the sign through MY neighborhood 

(a street off of Beachwood) I believe that GPS is now directing sign seekers up Hollyridge from 

Bronson. Not real happy about this given the amount of traffic and semi-conscious drivers we 

already have speeding through our very narrow, winding roads. 

Thank Flag  

John thanked Lori  

 

David Parker from Lake Hollywood 2d ago  

Tourists who don't obey NO SMOKING signs and park their cars in the wrong direction at the 

Vista aren't going to obey complicated PPD signs. The only people whom a PPD will deter are 

our neighbors … View more  

Edited 2d ago 

Thank Flag  

Allison, Eda, Matthew, and 1 other thanked David  

 

John Lammi from The Oaks and Los Feliz Estates 2d ago  

Move the sign to a spot above the observatory and put in a gondola system from the zoo area.  

When the Getty Museum was put into Brentwood, the city put gates up around the areas below it 

in brentwood. So, there are solutions to new problems. 

Thank Flag  
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Lori Hughes from Beachwood Canyon 2d ago  

I would bet that in the planning stages, The City also insisted the Getty provide plenty of parking 

for their guests. We need The City to help us figure out where to put plenty of parking for the 

existing tourist lure. This cannot be unprecedented can it? Did Mann's Chinese always have 

parking? 

Thank Flag  

 

John Lammi from The Oaks and Los Feliz Estates 1d ago  

At the Getty on PCH one needs a reservation or one must present their bus pass. There is no 

opportunity just to drive in and look around for street parking. 

Thank Flag  

 

Eda Hallinan from Beachwood Canyon 1d ago  

Where should one present a Pass to get to the Vista? The bottom of Beachwood? The Village? 

At Ledgewood? At the top of Mulholland? At the Barham Side, maybe? 

 

The Getty is just off an accessible … View more  

Edited 1d ago 

Thank Flag  

 

Lori Hughes from Beachwood Canyon 1d ago  

Thank you both, but I think you misunderstood my intent. I'm just saying practical parking needs 

to be created DOWN IN HOLLYWOOD so they can take alternative transportation to the sign.... 

create … View more  

Thank Flag  
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Eda Hallinan from Beachwood Canyon 1d ago  

Sorry, Lori. I was not responding to your idea so much as John's idea about requiring Passes. I 

think the bottle necking and congestion would be formidable. 

 

There should absolutely be parking in … View more  

Thank Flag  

 

Tony Castañares from Beachwood Canyon 9h ago  

Eda, thanks for your lengthy and illuminating post. I agree with virtually everything you say, and 

have long argued that we have to consider all alternatives available to us. Everything will have 

pros … View more  

Thank Flag  

Thomas thanked Tony  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 8h ago  

i agree with you tony, although i would argue that ppd's haven't just abated congestion, they have 

stopped my and others (both visitors and locals) ability to access the park, unless you're 

suggesting i uber/push a stroller w my 2 year old in it up to the gates from Ledgewood? 

Essentially, the reason you bought your home, is what you want to deny me.  

 

:( 

Thank Flag  
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Tony Castañares from Beachwood Canyon 8h ago  

Well, Thomas, I take your point, but I'd point out that my walking distance from home is almost 

identical to yours from Ledgewood. The only real difference, it would seem, is the stroller. For 

me, that would have been several decades ago. But your aren't really pushing it up the trail 

anyway, are you? If so, the paved road from Ledgewood to the to hardly seems that much 

additional burden. 

Thank Flag  

Thomas and John thanked Tony  

 

Thomas Chorley from Beachwood Canyon 8h ago  

Technically speaking, the distance may be similar (i haven't mapped where you live), but the 

steeper incline, lack of sidewalk, and 50lbs of toddler/water/diapers/wipes/etc i would have to 

carry makes … View more  

 

 

 

Eda Hallinan, Beachwood Canyon  
 

Just a reminder that there is a petition on line asking that the new Councilman look for other 

solutions and that there are many of us who are  

1. Opposed to the Extension of the PPD's Above Ledgewood to 7 days a week.... 

2. Opposed to extending the PPD's below Ledgewood to the Village. 

Here is the Website: www.ourcanyon.com 

If you would like a Paper Petition that has room for 10 signatures, send me a private message. 

We do NOT need the few set the rules our entire canyon without a serious environmental impact 

report.  
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